Reconstructing neuronal microcircuits through computational models is fundamental to 17 simulate local neuronal dynamics. Here a scaffold model of the cerebellum has been developed in 18 order to flexibly place neurons in space, connect them synaptically and endow neurons and synapses 19
Introduction
The causal relationship between components of the nervous system at different spatio-45 temporal scales, from subcellular mechanisms to behavior, still needs to be disclosed and this 46 represents one of the main challenges of modern neuroscience. The issue can be faced using bottom-47 up modeling, which allows propagating microscopic phenomena into large-scale networks (Markram, 48 2012; Markram et al., 2015 ; D'Angelo and Wheeler-Kingshott, 2017). This reverse engineering 49 approach integrates available details about neuronal properties and synaptic connectivity into 50 realistic computational models and allows to monitor the impact of microscopic variables on the 51 integrated system. Realistic modeling can predict emerging collective behaviors producing testable 52 hypotheses for experimental and theoretical investigations (Llinas, 2014) and might also play a 53 critical role in understanding neurological disorders (Soltesz and Staley, 2018) . In practice, realistic 54 modeling of microcircuit dynamics and causal relationships among multi-scale mechanisms poses 55 complex computational problems. First, the modeling strategy needs to be flexible accounting for a 56 variety of neuronal features and network architectures, to be easy to update as new anatomical or 57 neurophysiological data become available, and to be easy to modify in order to test different 58 structural and functional hypotheses. Secondly, the modeling tools need to be scalable to the 59 dimension of the network and to the nature of the scientific question (Destexhe et al., 1996) , to be 60 suitable for available simulation platforms, e.g. pyNEST and pyNEURON (Brette et al., 2007; Hines 61 et al., 2009), and to efficiently exploit High-Performance Computing (HPC) resources. 62 Markram and colleagues recently carried out a digital reconstruction of the neocortical 63 microcolumn by integrating experimental measurements of neuronal morphologies, layer heights, 64 neuronal densities, ratios of excitatory to inhibitory neurons, morphological and electro-65 morphological composition, electrophysiological properties of neurons and synapses (Markram et al., 66 2015) . Neuron parameters were derived from databases specifically addressing cerebro-cortical 67 neuron properties (e.g. Blue Brain Project and Allen Brain Atlas (Markram, 2006; Sunkin et al., 68 2013)). Microscopic network wiring was then estimated computationally through a touch detection 69 algorithm, that is based on a probability/proximity rule (i.e. the probability that morphologically 70 defined dendrites and axons make a synaptic connection depends on their spatial proximity). This 71 approach, in which the reconstruction of microcircuit connectivity depends on the 3D morphology of 72 the axonal and dendritic processes of individual cells, may apply to brain structures for which 73 datasets comparable to neocortex are available. However, such specific datasets are not available in 74 general for all brain regions and it seems convenient in principle to keep separated neuronal 75 morphology from network connectivity, which is reported as convergence/divergence ratios and 76 axonal/dendritic field geometries in the literature in many cases. 77 The cerebellum hosts the second largest cortical structure of the brain and contains about half 78 of all brain neurons. Modeling the cerebellum brings about specific issues reflecting the peculiar 79
properties of this circuit, which shows a quasi-crystalline geometrical organization well defined by 80 convergence/divergence ratios of neuronal connections and by the anisotropic 3D orientation of 81 dendritic and axonal processes ( reconstruction of axonal and dendritic processes of cerebellar neurons is not as developed as for other 83 brain microcircuits, like cerebral cortex and hippocampus (e.g. see the NeuroMorpho.org repository -84 https://www.re3data.org/repository/r3d100010107) (Akram et al., 2018) . Therefore modeling the 85 cerebellum relies on a knowledge base that differs from that available for the cerebral cortex and thus 86 requires a more general approach than in the Markram's modeling workflow (Markram et al., 2015) . 87 Some recent models were purposefully designed to reproduce a limited section of the 88 cerebellar cortex, the granular layer ( Masoli and D'Angelo, 2017; . Other models were designed to simulate, in a 92 simplified form, large-scale computationally efficient networks of the olivo-cerebellar system 93 (Medina and Mauk, 2000; Yamazaki and Nagao, 2012 algorithm, see below), the cells were positioned in the 3D volume of each layer, according to their 130 density, soma radius, and anisotropic extension, ensuring that their somata did not overlap. The 131 module was implemented in Python, and its output was saved in an .hdf5 file containing the unique 132 identification number (ID) of each cell, its corresponding type (an integer value between 1 and 7, as 133
in Table 1) , and the three spatial coordinates of the soma center (x, y, z). To evaluate the 134 effectiveness of the cell positioning algorithms, we derived a continuous distribution of pair-wise 135 distances using kernel density estimation (KDE), in which the Gaussian kernel had fixed bandwidth 136
for each cell population. KDE yielded a single maximum when pair-wise distances were distributed 137 This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article homogeneously (GrC, GoC, SC, BC, DCNC) and multiple local maxima when distances were placed 138 according to different geometric rules (PC). A reconstructed network volume and pair-wise soma  139  distances yielded by this module are illustrated in Fig. 2.  140 GrCs, GoCs, SCs, BCs, and DCNCs were placed in thin sub-layers (with height = 1.5x soma 141 diameter) using a bounded self-avoiding random walk algorithm. In each sub-layer, the cells were 142 initially distributed in 2D and then sub-layers one on top of the others. The first cell was placed 143
randomly and each subsequent one was positioned nearby along a random angular direction. The 144 overlap among somata was avoided since, along the selected direction, the minimum distance to 145 place the next cell was the soma diameter. A random term was added to the minimum distance to 146 scatter the somata (the range depended on neuron density). If the surrounding space was completely 147 occupied, i.e. there was insufficient space to place a further cell, a new starting point was selected 148 resetting the random walk process for the remaining neurons in that sub-layer. Once completed, the 149 2D sub-layer was piled on top of the underlying one and a random noise was added to soma position 150 on the vertical coordinate (Korbo et al., 1993) . This approach maintained randomness achieving a 151 realistic quasi-Gaussian distribution of pair-wise inter-neuron distances (see Fig. 2C ) and proved 152 computationally efficient. 153
The PCs were distributed in a single sub-layer forming an almost planar grid between the 154 granular and molecular layers. The PC inter-soma distances over this plane were constrained by the 155 dendritic trees, which are flat and expand vertically on the parasagittal plane (about 150 µm radius x 156 30 µm width) without overlapping (Masoli et al., 2015) . Since PC somata do not arrange in parallel 157 arrays but are somehow scattered, a noisy offset was introduced creating an average angular shift of 158 about 5° between adjacent PCs. As for the other neuron types, a small random noise was also 159 imposed on the vertical coordinate (Korbo et al., 1993) . 160
The data required for cell positioning in the cerebellar cortex were obtained from literature 161 ( The connectivity module created structural connections between pairs of neurons belonging to 176 specific types. Each neuron type formed input and output connections with other neurons of the same 177 or different types. Therefore, once the placement was completed, it was possible to reconstruct the 178 connectome applying connectivity rules based on proximity of neuronal processes and on statistical 179 ratios of convergence and divergence. When available, morphological and statistical literature data 180
were used, otherwise plausible physiological constraints were applied. In our scaffold, 16 connection 181 types were generated (the most important are shown in Fig. 3 ), from the volume covered by pre-182 synaptic axonal processes to that covered by post-synaptic dendritic trees of specific neuron types: 183
1. From glomeruli to granule cells(Glom-GrC); 184 2. From glomeruli to basolateral dendrites of Golgi cells (Glom-GoC); 185 3. From Golgi cells to Gloms (GoC-Glom): this is fused together with Glom-GrC to generate 186 directly GoC-GrC connections; 187 4. Among Golgi cells (GoC-GoC); 188 5. From ascending axons of granule cells to Golgi cells (aa-GoC); 189 6. From parallel fibers of granule cells to apical dendrites of Golgi cells (pf-GoC); Given a connection type, for each pre-synaptic neuron, the potential post-synaptic cells were 201 identified as those that met geometric neuron-specific constraints. Then, given the convergence and 202 divergence ratios, post-synaptic neurons were selected among the potential ones, through a pruning 203 process proceeding through distance-based probability functions specific for each volume direction. 204
The module was implemented in Python, and its output saved in an .hdf5 file containing a matrix for 205 each connection type, in which each row was defined by three values: the unique ID of the pre-206 synaptic neuron, the unique ID of the post-synaptic neuron and the inter-soma 3D distance between 207 that pair (see Fig. 4A ). The plots in Fig In order to test the functionality of the scaffold, single neuron models were placed in the 215 corresponding positions of the connectome matrix. In this first version of the cerebellar microcircuit, 216 spiking point-neuron models based on Integrate&Fire (I&F) dynamics with conductance-based 217 exponential synapses (i.e. synaptic inputs cause an exponential-shaped change in synaptic 218 conductances) were used. The output files of these simulations contained all the spike events (neuron 219
IDs and relative spike times). Glomeruli were represented as "parrot neurons" just able to pass the 220 imposed stimulation patterns unaltered. Each other neuron type was characterized by specific values, 221 directly related to neurophysiological quantities (C m (Table 2 ). In order to account for the neuron-specific 224 dynamics of GABA and AMPA receptor currents, also the decay times of the excitatory and 225 inhibitory synaptic exponential functions (τ exc, τ inh ) were set differently for each neuron type (Table  226 2). Each synaptic connection type was characterized by specific values of weight and delay (Table 3) . 227
The input stimulus was set by defining the volume where Gloms were activated, the onset time, 228 the duration and the frequency of spikes. A background activity was generated by a Poisson process 229 of stochastic neuronal firing at 1 Hz on all the glomeruli. Superimposed on it, a burst at 150 Hz 230 lasting 50ms (Rancz et al., 2007) was activated 300ms after the beginning of simulation. Indeed, 231 mossy fibers have a low basal activity, but in response to sensorimotor stimuli, can fire at rates 232 beyond 100 Hz. The stimulated volume had a radius of 140µm; the simulation lasted 1 sec, including 233 300ms pre-stimulus, 50ms stimulus, and 650ms post-stimulus. 234 This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article In a specific set of simulations(see Fig. 8 ), we tested the partial contribution of SCs and BCs 235 to the spatiotemporal diffusion of activity among PCs. BCs axonal plexus is preferentially oriented 236 along the parasagittal axis (see (Eccles et al., 1967) ). In these simulations, we oriented the SC and 237
BC axonal plexus orthogonally one to each other and concentrated the stimulation burst in a sphere 238 of 30μm radius. 239 240 2.4 Network data analysis 241 242
For each neuron population, mean frequency rates were extracted in three time windows: 243 baseline pre-stimulus, during stimulus, and steady-state after-stimulus. We then generated 244 peristimulus time histograms (PSTH) for each neuronal population with time bins of 3ms. For each 245 neuron population, we also separated excited from inhibited sub-groups, responding with an 246 increased or decreased firing rate during the stimulus. To do so, we compared the number of spikes 247 during stimulus vs. pre-stimulus normalized by the time-window durations. If the pre-stimulus firing 248 frequency (i.e., baseline) was at least doubled during stimulation, then the cell was classified as 249 excited. Conversely, to classify the inhibited cells. For GrCs, we added a second constraint: to be 250 labeled as excited, a GrC should fire more than 1 spike during stimulation, allowing to exclude spikes 251 determined by the background noise. For DCNC, all cells stopped firing during the stimulation time- Center-surround analysis 259
The excitatory-inhibitory balance (EI) and center-surround (CS) were calculated from firing 260 rates (FR) according to (Mapelli and D'Angelo, 2007) and (Solinas et al., 2010) by considering that 261 inhibition occurs only after a delay following the beginning of stimulation. GrC firing rate was then 262 measured 0-20 ms (T1) and 20-40 ms (T2) after the beginning of stimulation in response to 50 ms at 263 150 Hz bursts, both in control (con) and with GoC-GrC inhibition switched off (in_off). The CS and 264
EI were calculated as follows:
The CS values were normalized between 1 and -1. The extension of the center and surround was 270 calculated by including zones with CS > 0.5 in the center, and zones with CS < -0.5 in the surround. 271
The center and surround relative areas could then be calculated by counting the respective number of 272 pixels and normalizing by the total number of pixels (see Fig. 7C ). 273 274
Oscillation analysis 275
In order to determine the presence and properties of coherent oscillations in granular layer 276 activity, the activity in a subset of GoCs with overlapping incoming parallel fibers and the related 277
GrCs was analyzed (Maex et al., 2000) during a 5 sec at 5 Hz noisy background mossy fiber activity. 278
The autocorrelations of GoCs and GrCs spike trains and the crosscorrelation between GrCs and GoCs 279 spike trains were calculated using the equation 280 281
Where C is the index of coherence, A is the array of autocorrelation values, and len(A) is the size of 284 the spike train data array. 285
The same calculus was executed also for the crosscorrelation 286 287
2
.5 Simulations in pyNEST, pyNEURON and implementation on the Brain Simulation 288
Platform 289 290
The alternatives (see Fig. 5 ) were made in the network and then the same simulations were run (in 295 pyNEST). The firing rates of each cell population and their sub-groups affected by stimulus are 296 reported in Table 4 and Fig. 5 to illustrate the similarity of firing rate simulated using pyNEST and 297 pyNEURON. 298
The entire scaffold can be built and run as a Jupyter Notebook in the Brain Simulation Platform 299
(BSP), one of the platforms of Human Brain Project (Markram, 2012) . The BSP is an internet-300 accessible collaborative platform that comprises a suite of software tools and workflows to 301 reconstruct and simulate multi-level models of the brain at different levels of description, from 302 abstract to highly detailed. Here, cells, network and volume configuration parameters can be easily 303 read and modified, since they are stored in a single Python script. Such flexible parametric approach 304 allows to continuously include and tune relevant neurophysiological information and to operate at 305 different simplification levels. A test version of the scaffold model is running on the Brain 306
Simulation Platform at https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/en/brain-simulation/brain-simulation-307 platform/. 308 309 310
3 Results
312
The cerebellar network is unique for its precise geometrical organization ( Fig. 1) , which was 313
reconstructed generating a scaffold model capable of handling neuronal placement, connectivity and 314 simulations. The neurons were represented as single-point leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) 315 models (Maas, 1997) , tuned to match the input resistance and capacitance, basal discharge and input-316 output relationship of the specific cerebellar neuron types. The choice of LIF neuron models was 317 motivated by the need to focus first onto the two main construction operations of the scaffold, cell 318 placement and connectivity, and on the role of these latter in determining network properties. 319
The scaffold is demonstrated here through the exemplar reconstruction and testing of a cerebellar 320 volume of 0.077 mm 3 . The Bounded Self-Avoiding Random Walk algorithm (see Methods) successfully placed the 329 neurons into all cerebellar regions with the only exception of PCs, which were positioned using a 330 This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article specific algorithm designed to respect their regular spatial organization ( Fig. 2A ). Fig.2B shows a 331 row of almost equally distanced PCs connected to incoming parallel fibers, faithfully reproducing the 332 typical PCs geometrical organization. These examples show that the placement algorithms can be 333 flexibly configured to account for complex and variable rules of cellular positioning. 334
As an internal validation, the distribution of pair-wise distances for each cell type was calculated 335 (Fig.2C ). For all cell types (except PCs), pair-wise distances were distributed almost normally and 336 the minimum inter-soma distance equated twice the soma radius. 1993), which accounts for convergence/divergence ratios, number of synapses and spatial 346 distribution of axons and dendrites (Fig. 3) . The connecting algorithm imposed these geometrical 347 constraints allowing to wire the different neuronal types for a whole of 16 connection types. Five 348 connection types did not require other than these geometric constraints, while pruning was needed in 349 the other 11 cases (either for convergence or divergence or both). The resulting connectome was then 350
compared to the experimental one for validation. Fig.4 Concerning connectivity between the aa and PC dendrites (aa-PC), connections were possible 359 only when the aa-segment was very close to the PC dendritic plane. By analyzing the placement of 360
GrCs in the x-z plane and the vertical extension of the aa, it is estimated that only ~20% of GrCs 361 developed an aa that is sufficiently close to a PC dendrite tree to form a synaptic contact ( The aim of these simulations was to assess the emergence of typical spatio-temporal patterns of 377 cerebellar network activity as a consequence of mossy fiber inputs. Simulations were carried out both 378 in pyNEST and pyNEURON showing very similar results. For simplicity, the following data and 379
figures are taken from pyNEST simulations, except for a comparison of the two in Fig.7 Glomeruli had mean firing rate of~1 Hz before the burst, 140Hz during the burst, and ~1Hz after the 385 burst. The burst induced transient activity changes, specific for each neuronal population, that 386 reverted back to baseline after the end of the stimulus (Fig.7) . The sequence of neuronal activations 387 depended on synaptic delays that were set according to physiological data (Eccles et al., 1967)( Fig.  388  6) . The response of the individual neuronal populations was as follows (Fig. 5-6 and Gandolfi et al., 2014). In the scaffold, the neuronal response of the granular layer to mossy fiber 413 stimulation showed a typical center-surround organization (Fig.6 ). This reflected the 414 excitatory/inhibitory ratio (see Methods) with the center more excited than the surround due to lateral 415 inhibition provided by GoCs. The center-surround had a diameter of about 50 μm and GrCs inside 416 the core discharged up to 3-4 spikes organized in a short burst, reflecting previous experimental 417 estimates (Gandolfi et al., 2014) . Therefore, the scaffold correctly predicts the consequences of 418 activity in bundles of mossy fibers. 419
Recently the connectivity of GoCs and GrCs has been extended by the demonstration of new 420 synapses, in particular those between the GrC ascending axon and GoCs (aa-GoC, excitatory) (Cesana 421 et al., 2013) and between GoCs (GoC-GoC, inhibitory)(Hull and Regehr, 2012). The selective 422 switch-off of aa-GoC connections enhanced the center and reduced the surround, the switch-off of 423
GoC-GoC connections reduced the center and increased the surround, while smaller effects followed 424 the switch-off of pf-GoC or mf-GoC synapses (Fig. 9C ). 425 426 This is a provisional file, not the final typeset article
The impact of molecular layer interneurons on PC activation 427 428
The molecular layer is critical to regulate PC activity in a way that is still debated (e.g. 429 see (Rokni et al., 2007; Santamaria et al., 2007) ).The first assumption is a differential orientation of 430 SC cell axons (mostly transversal or "on-beam") vs. BC axons (mostly sagittal or "off-beam") 431 (Eccles et al., 1967) . Moreover, both aa and pf are used to activate PCs, as reported in literature 432 (Jaeger and Bower, 1994 ; Canepari et al., 2001) ( Fig. 8) . Consistently, in the scaffold model, PC 433 responses were circumscribed into a central spot overlaying the center/surround generated in the 434 granular layer with little diffusion along either transversal or sagittal axis. On both axes, in turn, 435 some PCs were clearly inhibited by the molecular layer interneuron inhibitory network. 436
Then, the effect of disconnecting different network elements was tested. Following the 437 switch-off of both SC and BC inhibition, the responsiveness of PCs increased, as expected from SC 438 and BC inhibitory action on PCs. As expected from anatomy, when only BCs were present (i.e. 439
selective switch-off of SCs), excitation extended more effectively along the transverse axis, while 440 when only SCs were present (i.e. selective switch-off of BCs) excitation extended more effectively 441 along the sagittal axis. However, in both cases there was a diffused (though slight) increase of 442 excitation, due to the reduced background inhibition exerted by intrinsic SC and BC discharge. It 443
should also be noted that the activation of PCs in the central spot remained poorly altered, suggesting 444 that these PCs were already nearly maximally activated in control. The selective switch-off of aa 445 synapses caused a diffuse reduction of PC activation, while the selective switch-off of pf synapses 446 had a much smaller effect. Therefore, changes in molecular layer connectivity consistently modified 447 the PC discharge patterns both on-beam and off-beam and extended to a distance that reflects the 448 propagation of activity through the pfs and the molecular layer interneuron network. 449 450
3.6 Synchronous oscillations caused by noisy background activity in mossy fibers 451 452
Recordings from the granular layer in vivo have revealed low-frequency local field potential 453 oscillations that occur synchronously over distances of several hinders of micrometers (Pellerin and  454 Lamarre, 1997; Hartmann and Bower, 1998 (Fig. 9) . In response to the input, GrCs sparsely 461 discharged at low frequencies (GrCs do not show intrinsic spontaneous activity), while the intrinsic 462 activity of all the other neurons was modulated (GoC, PC, MLI and DCNC are autorhythmic) (see I e 463 values in Table 3 ). Interestingly, the neurons of the granular layer (GrCs and GoCs) showed a pattern 464 of low-frequency oscillations (mean frequency of 1.8 Hz) that was evident across the whole network. 465
The oscillation frequency is the same in autocorrelograms of both GrCs and GoCs, and in the cross-466 correlogram between Golgi and granule cells. This ensemble behavior is probably due to the 467 inhibitory feedback from GoCs to GrCs in the following way: (1) GrCs activity sums up in several 468
GoCs, (2) GoCs, which are synchronized through parallel fibers and reciprocal inhibitory synapses, 469 discharge almost synchronously, (3) a large population of GrCs is phasically inhibited, (4) inhibition 470
terminates and GrCs recover responsiveness to the background mossy fiber input, then restarting the 471 cycle. 472 473 4 Discussion 475 In this paper a new scaffold modeling strategy is presented, that is used to simulate 476 fundamental functional properties of the cerebellar microcircuit. The cerebellar scaffold includes the 477 canonical neuron types (GrCs, GoCs, PCs, SCs, BCs, DCNCs), each one with specific geometry of 478 dendritic and axonal fields and with specific convergence/divergence ratios for connectivity. The 479 single neuron models were purposefully simplified in order to focus on network connectivity 480
properties. The circuit functionality was then tested by applying background activity and burst 481 stimuli and evaluating the network responses. In addition to faithfully reproduce a broad range of 482 experimental observations, the cerebellar scaffold shows the emergence of complex spatiotemporal 483 patterns of activity similar to those observed in vivo and eventually predicts the critical role of local 484 connectome for network functionality. processes. The cerebellar scaffold was then implemented using LIF neuron models, whose 499 parameters were tuned to approximate the basal firing and input-output relationships of cerebellar 500
neurons. Finally, functional simulations required the scaffold to be uploaded into a neuro-simulator, 501 either pyNEST or pyNEURON, that worked equivalently well for this purpose. 502
The scaffold modeling strategy used for the cerebellum microcircuit differs from that used for 503 the cortical microcolumn mostly because here the connectivity rules are based on available statistical 504 and geometrical information rather than on single neuron morphologies and touch-detection 505 (Markram et al., 2015) . This allows the scaffold to fully exploit the experimental data available in the 506 cerebellar literature despite incomplete availability of detailed morphological reconstructions of 507 cerebellar neurons. By considering that neuron models based on detailed morphological 508 reconstructions are still unavailable in most neuronal circuits, the strategy adopted here for the 509 cerebellum has a large potential for applicability in a variety of different brain microcircuits. It 510 should be noted that our "intersection-connection" rule is formally similar to the "proximity-511
connection" rule used for touch-detection in (Markram et al., 2015) . Eventually, the touch detection 512 strategy could be implemented in the scaffold providing a construction alternative, in which 513 connectivity is directly constrained by neuronal morphology. The advantage would be to specifically 514 connect synapses on specific positions of the dendritic tree, fully exploiting non-linear dendritic 515
computations. Also the data positioning rules could be changed, for example by importing cell 516 positions from the Allen Brain Atlas directly (available at https://portal.bluebrain.epfl.ch/) or using experimental observations. These include: 524
• Loose synchronicity in GrC and GoC activity in response to random mossy fiber inputs (Pellerin 525 and Lamarre, 1997; Hartmann and Bower, 1998) . Similar properties were observed also in 526 previous granular layer models (Maex and De Schutter, 1998; Solinas et al., 2010; Sudhakar et  527 al., 2017). 528
• Center-surround organization of GrC discharge in response to activation in mossy fiber bundles, 529 that was reported in vitro and predicted also to occur in vivo (Mapelli and D'Angelo, 2007; 530 Diwakar et al., 2011; Gandolfi et al., 2014) . 531
• Combination of bursts and pauses in PC and DCNC responses following mossy fiber burst 532 stimulations (Herzfeld et al., 2015) .It should be noted that these combinations of bursts and 533 pauses occurred purely on a network connectivity basis, suggesting that additional single-neuron 534 mechanisms would reinforce the mechanism (Masoli et al., 2015; Masoli and D'Angelo, 2017). 535
• Regulation of the spatial PC discharge pattern depending on the geometry of SC and BC 536 inhibition, predictive of molecular layer patterns of activity in vivo (Santamaria et al., 2007) . 537
• transmission based on aa provides indeed a robust structural substrate for spots, as they persisted 541
in most of the synaptic configurations that were simulated. 542
• Enhancement of center-surround responses due to the aa (Cesana et al., 2013) . This observation 543
suggests that the GrC aa has a local effect on granular layer as well as on molecular layer activity. 544
Interestingly, despite the use of simplified LIF neuron models, the observation of these 545
activity patterns in the model suggests that structural constraints play a critical role in determining 546 local neuronal dynamics. There are several aspects that remain to be assessed and will be easily 547 incorporated into more advanced versions of the cerebellar scaffold. 548
First of all, assessing the role of non-linear neuronal properties, like intrinsic oscillations, 549 resonance bursting and rebounds, requires to incorporate into the scaffold realistic ionic-channel 550 based neuronal models. Along with this, dendritic computation needs morphologically detailed 551 neuron models that are currently under construction and testing. These include the PCs model (e.g. representations. 557
Secondly, the scaffold could be used to evaluate the trade-off between computational 558 efficiency and precision. Therefore, the present LIF single point neurons could be substituted by 559
others (E-GLIF) embedding non-linear firing properties (e.g. (Geminiani et al., 2018) ) and 560 accounting for synaptic dendritic location by modifying the transmission weight depending on the 561 distance of synapses from the soma (Rössert et al., 2016) . 562
Thirdly, fully implementing cerebellar connectivity requires the introduction of models of the 563 inferior cerebellar olive (IO) (Libster and Yarom, 2013; De Gruijl et al., 2014) . This will complete 564 the DCN-PC-IO cerebellar circuit, allowing the model to simulate oscillations in the olivo-cerebellar 565 circuit, their impact on PC dendritic calcium signaling and computation, and eventually climbing 566 fiber control of plasticity at parallel fiber synapses (Coesmans et al., 2004) . 567
Finally, the addition of novel connections and cells, like the PC to GrC inhibition (Guo et al., 568 2016) in the anterior cerebellum, the unipolar-brush cell subcircuit in the flocculo-nodular lobe 569 (Mugnaini and Floris, 1994; Subramaniyam et al., 2014) , or the DCN to granular layer connections 570 (Gao et al., 2016) will allow to further expand the simulation of cerebellar processing in different 571 cerebellar modules. 572 573 5 Conclusions 574 575
The scaffold model was able to reconstruct the complex geometry and neuronal interactions 576 of the cerebellar microcircuit based on intersection-connection rules. Given its architectural design, 577 that puts in series interchangeable programming modules, the scaffold could now be used to plug-in 578 different network configurations into neuronal simulators like e.g. pyNEST and pyNEURON (Brette 579 et al., 2007; Hines et al., 2009 ). Both the cell placement algorithm, the neuron model types and the 580 connectivity rules could be substituted to assess different construction strategies and adapt to 581 available data to probe specific functional hypotheses. For example, the connectivity could be 582 recalculated using realistic neuronal morphologies and touch-detection algorithms (proximity-583 connection rule), as in the cortical microcolumn model (Markram et al., 2015) . We envisage that this 584 scaffold modeling strategy, given its versatility, will be also able to host microcircuits different from 585 cerebellum providing a new tool for neurocomputational investigations. GrC axons to the molecular layer hosting the PCs (green dots in the PC layer are the somata, the thin 654 green parallelepipeds above are the corresponding dendritic trees occupying the molecular layer). 655
The figure shows two clusters of GrCs and the corresponding aa and pf, illustrating that the 656 cerebellar network connectivity respects the 3D architecture shown in Fig. 1. (C) Distributions of 3D 657
pair-wise inter-soma distances within each neuronal population: GrCs, SCs, GoCs, BCs and PCs. 658
Note that the distributions are nearly normal, except for the PCs. PC inhibition is achieved through a differential orientation of SC axons (mostly transversal or "on-712
beam") vs. BC axons (mostly sagittal or "off-beam") and that PC excitation depends on both aa and 713 pf synapses with specific origin from GrCs. Alternative patterns are generated by (SC off) the 714 specific switch-off of SC, (BC off) the specific switch-off of BC, or (SC&BC off) the complete 715 switch-off of both SC and BC, (aa off) the specific switch-off of aa synapses, (pf off) the specific 716 switch-off of pf synapses. It should be noted that these changes in network connectivity modify the 717 PC discharge patterns both on-beam and off-beam and extend to a distance that reflects the 718 propagation of activity through the molecular layer interneuron network. The circles indicate the 719 location of the underlying active spots of activity in the granular layer. The bottom plot represents the 720 activity of GoCs (blue) and GrCs (red) before, during and after the stimulus burst. This activity 721 occurs in a spot (enlarged in the inset) corresponding to the center-surround shown in Fig. 7. (B) The 722 schematic diagrams show the orientation of fibers and connections in the network. (C) The PC 723 activity was averaged into 3x3 matrices in order to better appreciate where activity changes take 724 place. Note the emergence of the central spot in several cases. 725 726 Fig. 9 . Coherent low-frequency oscillations in granular layer neurons. Activity of GrCs (red) and 727 GoCs (blue) during sustained 5 Hz random mf input. (A) Raster plots from exemplar GrCs and 728
GoCs. Note that synchronous patterns are visible in the neuronal response (arrows). In this regimen, 729
GoC activity is more intense than GrC activity due to the autorhytmic discharge of GoC neurons. The 730 neurons are not necessarily part of a center-surround and therefore not all activities appear correlated. 731 (B) Cumulative PSTH of the whole GrC and GoC populations of the model along a 5 sec period. 732
Note that the two PSTH show marked low-frequency oscillations (average 1.8 Hz) around their 733 average level of activity. (C) Autocorrelograms of activity in the GrC and GoC populations and 734 crosscorrelogram of the GrC and GoC populations (in this example the inhibition among GoCs is 735 switched off). Note the high level of correlation in all the three cases on the same main frequency 736 of1.8 Hz. 737
